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About This Game

Eyes always open, no matter day and time. Find those enchanted objects and restore the world.

Gameplay:
Within this virtual magic land, there is no lead. You need to switch between day and night and quickly spot the difference

among those objects. Those naughty little ghosts are playing pranks on you, GO catch them!

Features：
1.Amazing VR experience, imaginative storyline, and characters, superb graphics!

2.Story Mode: Enjoy 10 incredible themes
3.Survival Mode: Spices things up! Offering an “endless” experience to challenge your observation which continues as long as

you keep finding the difference soon enough.
4.Put your power of observation and switch on your picture memory, waved your wizardry to freeze the different objects

between day and night.
5.Over thousands of variable elements and even more are keeping coming out.

6.Game scenes are generated dynamically. It's a new experience every time you play the game. This game is playable with
abundant contents.

7.Compete with friends,challenge the world’s ranking list with tens of thousands of gamers.
8.With Steam achievement and cards trading.

9.A VR-Only game! Full support for both HTC VIVE and Oculus Rift.
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Title: No Clue VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Elknight
Publisher:
Elknight
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Jumping around on a fixed screen, avoiding traps and projectiles in order to pick up barrels or balloons until a counter fills is not
my perception of a fun game.. An okay poker simulator with a flimsy story and some town management. The problem is the
extraneous stuff gets in the way of the poker without adding anything. There are better options if you want to play poker.. If you
can't tell from the hours played on this game, I recommend it. I enjoyed the original Train Valley game and was quite skeptical
with the 2nd one with how different it was. But the game-play with resource and time management is very fun, even more fun
than the first one. Now I wouldn't have this many hours playtime if it wasn't for their workshop which allows you to make and
play your own levels along with other peoples levels. It's really fun and interesting to see some of the wacky and sometimes very
challenging levels that they create. Even though the full game isn't out yet, still worth checking out.. I loved playing this game
when I was younger and I still do. Despite some bugs on the PC port, I recommend it.

If you're having troubles with the jumping portions, turn Vsync on. Yeah, the fps will decrease, but I'd rather be safe than sorry..
Both are good, a bit Risky and Tricky to use, Iru is like Altenative version of Marc with powerful passive you can use her to
choose wins or Stars Norma

Mira also good if you like stabbing people from behind,and spamming traps

Sweet and Cute Voice,Decent BGM. A great little puzzle platformer with a great sense of humour. Level editor will make this
game have a tonne of replay value and extra content. Looking forward to the full release.. Really enjoying it so far. Its a little
obtuse, in that it doesn't explain very much at the start, but the level design is actually quite masterful in how it introduces you to
each new enemy and concept without saying a word.
Its not mind-blowing, just rock solid stuff, and for less than the price of a really cheap bacon sandwich (mmmm bacon) I have
no complaints.. By King George's beard, what is this nefarious necessity called Strange Brigade?!

If that amused you, then you'll like this game.

For everyone else-
Its pretty much a straightforward shooter, with the setting being something out of one of the Mummy or Indiania Jones type
movies. It IS very refreshing, and fun, as its not aliens or or another space station or the like. 1930's archeology, with weapons to
match the setting.

Graphics are beautiful, the gameplay is good, it runs smoothly, no bugs that I've seen. On normal difficulty, it is hard, but not so
hard that you can't finish it. Definately more fun when you play it co-op with a friend or more, I'm not sure I'd like it as good
single player. Its worth the price, I got pretty much exactly what I expected. A well done game, that has provided plenty of fun
and entertainment.

Oh, and for the love of pete and Darwins spectacles, the narrarator is hilarious!. is anyone still playing this game. I don't even
own this game???? how can I write this?
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Good game, nice art style, I liked it alot. Some puzzles were challenging.. You can throw a bowling ball and hit the pins.
Basically that is it, no entertainment value at all. I would like to see a good bowling game, but this looks really beta or even alpha
at best. I guess this could have some potential to become something more and I dont want to be the bad guy giving thumbs
down, so keep on developing. By the way, it is not a 250 GB storage requirement as the specs says, but merely 25 MB.... game
will not load. picture just keeps flickering and cursor freezes. very good game to spend ur time. this version does not allow you
to use a dj controller and is limited in otherways as well.
do not buy this unles you like trying to get everything done with a mouse, just save up for vdj pro

this was a waste of time and i wish i had not bought it

is it possible to get a refund?. Nice weapons. Good package! Easy to use. I recommend this.
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